
 
 

Cultural Conservation Values  
Attribute Recce Form 

Date of Recce:  This data was collected in 
April, 2020 

Block #: HKW-042 

Recce completed by: AIM Geographic Location: Canuck Eastside 

BCTS Practises Forester: Ed Hadikin Projected TSL Year: TBD 

Map Attached?         Y                                  
See LKB - CCVF Management Practises Document for interpretation guidance.  At recce stage, it is most critical to note the 
presence of the value.  If there is certainty as to how the value will be managed, indicate briefly as well.  Submit to BCTS PrF for 
further communication. 

See accompanying CCV map for additional information/locations of relevant features. 

CCVF  
Reference # 

CC Value Comment / Observation  
Management Strategy  

1 Ungulate Winter 
Range 

The nearest ungulate winter range polygon is about 200 m NW of 
the block. 

2 Fish There are no fish streams in or adjacent to the block. The nearest 
known potential fish stream is about 800 m west. 

3 Grizzly Bear The southern section of the block is inside a grizzly GAR polygon. 
No signs of grizzlies were observed. 

4 Avalanche Tracks There are no avalanche tracks in or adjacent to the block. 

5 Huckleberries No huckleberries were observed within the block but assessment 
was done on about 1 m of snow.  

6 Riparian Areas There are two NCDs in the block that were identified before 
snowfall. There are no streams in or adjacent to the block. 

7 OGMA The nearest OGMA polygon is 2km north/northeast of the block. 

8 CWD (≥30cm diam) There is very little CWD >30 cm within the block. 

9 Snags / Danger 
trees (≥30cm DBH) 

There are some snags >30 cm within the block. < 5st/ha. 

10 Veteran Trees  
(Lw, Cw, Hw, Fd) 

There are some Lw vets scattered throughout the block. < 5st/ha. 

11 Deciduous Trees No deciduous trees were observed within the block. 

12 Kianuko Hunting 
Camp 

Not near the block. 

13 Wetlands There are no wetlands in or adjacent to the block. 

14 White Pine There are some scattered Pw in the block. Most are 30-40 cm DBH. 
< 5st/ha. No large diameter Pw were noted. 

15 High elevation 
grassland 

There are some rocky openings in the upper elevations (above 
1500m) of the block, which may be grassy under the snow. They 
are generally <0.1 ha. 

16 Rock Outcrops There are several rock outcrops in and around the block.  

17 Fire Some burnt stumps were observed within the block, but no 
evidence of a large or recent fire was observed. 

 


